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Abstract
The eld equations in the nonsymmetric gravitational theory are derived
from a Lagrangian density using a rst-order formalism. Using the general
covariance of the Lagrangian density, conservation laws and tensor identities
are derived. Among these are the generalized Bianchi identities and the law
of energy-momentum conservation. The Lagrangian density is expanded to
second-order, and treated as an \Einstein plus elds" theory. From this, it is






Recently, a consistent version of the nonsymmetric gravitational theory (NGT) has been
proposed [1,2]. This theory is free of ghosts, tachyons and higher-order poles in the propa-
gator in the linear approximation [1].
In the following, we will present a detailed derivation of the eld equations and com-
patibility conditions for the NGT, starting from a Lagrangian density. Using the general
covariance of this Lagrangian density, we will deduce the conservation laws and tensor iden-
tities present in the theory. These will be seen to be direct generalizations of their general
relativistic counterparts.
Finally, by expanding the Lagrangian density to second-order about an arbitrary Einstein
background, we will demonstrate that the energy contributions of the NGT vanish for large
r, leaving only the contributions from general relativity (GR). Since these are known to be
positive-denite, we will conclude that for large r, there are no negative energy modes in
the NGT.
II. STRUCTURE OF THE NONSYMMETRIC GRAVITATIONAL THEORY







; in the NGT, g
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are two cosmological constants, while  is a coupling constant. In the linearized
theory, it is found that  =  1=3. The NGT Ricci curvature tensor R

(W ) is given by
R





























are the unconstrained nonsymmetric connection coecients, dened in terms


























= 0. The NGT Ricci scalar is given





III. DERIVATION OF THE FIELD EQUATIONS









x = 0; (3)
where L
M




















































































































































































































































This must hold for arbitrary g

, yielding the NGT eld equations:
G





















Varying the action with respect to the W

yields the compatibility conditions for the






























We consider these separately.









































































Consider now the variation of S
geom















































































































where we have assumed that the W


vanish on the boundary of integration.











































































Since this must hold for arbitrary W





























































































































Inserting the expression for  


obtained from (2) into (9) gives the compatibility con-






































V. CONSERVATION LAWS AND IDENTITIES
We now proceed to derive the conservation laws and tensor identities present in the NGT
(see for example [3], pp. 118{133).
Every term in the NGT Lagrangian density L
NGT
is a scalar density. It follows that each










must be invariant under a general coordinate transformation. In particular, we consider the








, where   1.
Since g

is a tensor and W
















































































































(W ) appearing in the NGT Lagrangian density.



























denotes functional dierentiation. The second term was evaluated in (6); using


































. This can be further simplied through










































































































































Suppose rst that the 

vanish on the boundary of integration, but are otherwise ar-



























These are known as the generalized Bianchi identities of the NGT. They can be written in
terms of the G

( ) by rst noting that
G
































































Therefore, in terms of the G
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( ) = 0: (15)














































































































































































that appear in the NGT Lagrangian density. Both these terms are scalar densities, and









, considered above. Proceeding in the same manner as


















































However, the identities appearing in (18) are two of the terms that appear in (17). Cancelling




















This is known as the generalized law of energy-momentum conservation in NGT. This is a
direct generalization of the identity T

;
= 0 of GR; as a matter of fact, if g

is taken as





VI. POSITIVITY OF THE ASYMPTOTIC VALUE OF THE ENERGY
We now consider a second-order expansion of the NGT Lagrangian density about an













































+ : : :
Here and throughout, we use the convention that a quantity preceded by a
(E)
is to be
evaluated in the Einstein background. Since W
















































































































































































































































































































































The NGT Ricci curvature tensor R
















( ) + : : : ;


































































































( ) is the usual Ricci curvature tensor of GR, as expected.












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Consider now the ux of stress-energy at innity as given by the previous two tensors.




(where i = 1; 2) is damped out; it follows that, even

























where C is a constant and M is the mass of the gravitating body. In [2], it was shown that

























































( ) = 0 and
































(i = 1; 2) vanish as the radius of the surface S becomes large. Here, the integration is
carried out over a region bounded by the hypersurfaces t = t
1
, , and t = t
2
. An element of




dS dt, where dS is an element of a two-dimensional
sphere whose radius is r, where r!1, and n
j
is the normal to this sphere.
We have therefore demonstrated that, for large r, the ux of energy at innity is given
strictly by its general relativistic contributions, which are known to be positive-denite.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The general covariance of the NGT Lagrangian density leads to a law of energy-












are also found to obey identities. However, at this time, no
physical meaning is attached to these identities.
An expansion of the NGT Lagrangian density to second-order allows it to be re-
interpreted as an \Einstein plus elds" theory. In this framework, the stress-energy tensor
is found to be positive-denite for large r.
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